“The Book”
- Provenance with annotations –
A rare and beautiful portrait of “The King of Pop”

Hundreds of millions of fans the world over
continue to mourn and rediscover the unique
talent of “The King of Pop”. As the world praises
the name, art, and music of Michael Jackson
we also find ourselves learning about the untold
story of a beautiful painting. In this one timeless
portrait, we capture one of the most talented
musicians in the world, painted by one
of the most talented artists of our time,
Brett‐Livingstone Strong, hailed by the King of
Pop as “A modern day Michelangelo”, in the
ultimate expression of beauty – both
musically and artistically, remembering
Michael at the pinnacle of his career.
Whether by fate or fortune we have here two
of the greatest artists of the 21st century both
forever memorialized in their greatness,
captured in a moment of life entitled “The
Book” and hereinafter available for the
enjoyment and appreciation of all future
generations and patrons of the Arts.

The mystique of this portrait draws you in.
Take a closer look – it is a portrait within a
portrait…and so much more.

“The Book” is said to be the only portrait Michael personally sat for
during his lifetime. In 1990, in Los Angeles, CA the portrait was
unveiled in the presence of Mr. Hiromichi Saeki who reportedly
paid $2,100,000 for the original. Mr. Saeki was one of the most
influential Japanese merchandisers and concert promoters of
Michael Jackson. Michael is draped in a “Renaissance Effect”
within this portrait and even deeper inside is standing, posing for
Brett in a slightly earlier dimension of time with an awe‐inspiring
view of the mountaintops behind him. Oh, and can you find the
mask? What is its significance?
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A detailed rendition of Peter Pan dances playfully in the background.
In this pose he is leaning both forward and to the side almost
transfixed in a pirouette mimicking Michael’s revolutionary gravity
defying lean he was known for on stage. He is illustrated atop a stone
pedestal in a field of wildflowers fed by a nearby stream of water
sourced from the mountains behind him. A defocalized view of the
overall portrait gives the appearance that he is floating above
Michael’s right shoulder.

Search carefully for the bronzed apple with an arrow pierced
through it which rests above a stone pedestal as this easily
overlooked addition represents a sculpture the artist created in
1988 entitled, “Our Vulnerable World”.

The backside of the artist barely revealing his creativity at work (as it
sometimes was in real life) illustrating a replica of the outfit he wore at
the February, 1990 ceremonious unveiling of the Original for the entire
world to see in celebration with Michael and Mr. Saeki, the collector.
Was it personal bravado that drove Brett to include himself in a portrait
of another he was commissioned to create or an unstoppable and
unchecked expression of artistic creativity and originality?

The glass vase sits on a stool partially filled with water and fresh
flowers. More impressive than the careful attention to the detailed
cracks throughout the marble floor is the warp at the corners of the
tiles when looking through the glass! Typical when viewing any object
through a prism.
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A bedroom rope loops around a silk drape gently inviting the viewer to
see Michael seated majestically at his finest hour, surrounded in the
aesthetics of his home with a touch of the artist’s best rendition of
Michael’s imagination at that moment. Look closely behind the silk
drape – what do you see?

Behind the silk drape is an upholstered curtain
tailored with an olive branch woven into each
fold. The olive branch was previously utilized by
Brett in his World Friendship Monument – a 65 foot
sculpture and gift of goodwill from the people of the U.S. to the people of
the Soviet Union to commemorate the nuclear disarmament treaty
between the two nations in 1990. A vision of world peace Michael also
shared and selflessly permitted throughout his portrait defining the
character of the man. Michael couldn’t sit for and Brett couldn’t paint this
portrait without their message of love and peace for the world sprinkled through.

The mask lays face up on a desk near Michael and is folded over a
costume. An extreme close up of this area appears to reveal
vertical yellow lines in the eyes of the mask possibly symbolizing
the worldwide success of Thriller. The infamous “cat‐eyes” is
barely noticeable to the naked eye. The artist must have used
the finest brush of only several strands to create this ultra‐subtle
effect.

On the left one of two polished chandeliers
with remarkable details hangs from the
ceiling inside Neverland.
_________
On the right a curtain peeled back
permits a shining star with an aura
directly above Michael’s head to glitter
through creating a very subtle halo effect.
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One of nine columns within the portrait decorated with detail.
Columns represent many things including accomplishment, security,
strength and stability – attributes which Michael certainly achieved at
the peak of his career.

A lesser known detail is the basis the artist chose for the name of the
portrait, “The Book” which was a compilation of Michael’s
personal essays and poems at that time. “What are you going to
put in the book today Michael”, Mr. Strong has reportedly
queried during the creation of the painting as Michael continued
to pose with his memoirs, essays and personal poems secured
safely on his lap. May only Michael’s best memories be with him
today for the legacy, dreams and inspirations he left behind.

It is our hope that you enjoy this one-of-a-kind fine work Of art.
The Book Portrait, LLC
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